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Abstract—Continuously monitoring link performance is important to network diagnosis. In this paper, we address the problem of

minimizing the probing cost and achieving identifiability in probe-based network link monitoring. Given a set of links to monitor, our

objective is to select the minimum number of probing paths that can uniquely determine all identifiable links and cover all unidentifiable

links. We propose an algorithm based on a linear system model to find out all irreducible sets of probing paths that can uniquely

determine an identifiable link, and we extend the bipartite model to reflect the relationship between a set of probing paths and an

identifiable link. Since our optimization problem is NP-hard, we propose a heuristic-based algorithm to greedily select probing paths.

Our method eliminates two types of redundant probing paths, i.e., those that can be replaced by others and those without any

contribution to achieving identifiability. Simulations based on real network topologies show that our approach can achieve identifiability

with very low probing cost. Compared with prior work, our method is more general and has better performance.

Index Terms—Internet, network monitoring, end-to-end probe, probing cost, identifiable link

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH rapid growth of the Internet, efficiently monitor-
ing the performance and robustness of networks

becomes more and more important. Service providers need
to keep track of their networks to ensure that their services
satisfy the commitments specified in the service level
agreements (SLAs). Additionally, applications sensitive to
network performance, e.g., online trading, Voice over IP
and, IPTV, need to know the network status such as link
delay, jitter, and loss rate. These demands motivate recent
research on network monitoring and performance inference.

Due to various advantages, tomography-based end-to-
end probe has received much attention and has been widely
used in network monitoring [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. In this approach, some end systems are
connected to the network as shown in Fig. 1. An end system
sends probing packets to another end system to measure
the delay or loss rate of the routing path. Unlike Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP)-based polling [12],
end-to-end probe does not need to run agents on routers. In
particular, it is suitable for monitoring the performance of
network links that belong to a noncooperative adminis-
trative domain, in which directly measuring link perfor-
mance is usually hard to achieve [13]. Furthermore,
compared with reply-based probe such as ping and
traceroute, end-to-end probe uses normal data packets,
and thus it does not have the problem of being ignored by
intermediate routers [14] or blocked by firewalls [15].

Selecting probing paths is the major problem of probe-
based network link monitoring. Generally, there are two
important considerations, i.e., minimizing probing cost and
achieving identifiability. The probing cost is mainly defined as
the number of selected probing paths [3], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20]. It can also be the number of end systems used for
probing [9], [16], [17] and the cost specified by network
components [3], [7]. Since probing traffic is periodically
injected into the network, it consumes network bandwidth
and increases workload of the routers. Lower probing cost
means less resource consumption, less negative impact on
the normal data transmission, and better scalability of the
probing scheme. Therefore, many existing works [3], [7], [9],
[16], [17], [18] focus on minimizing the probing cost in
network link monitoring.

However, most prior works neglect identifiability and the
selected probing paths cannot uniquely infer the perfor-
mance of the network links. Since a probing path may
consist of multiple links, a probe measures the performance
of the whole probing path, and it cannot infer the
performance of a specific link. Hence, selecting probing
paths to cover a link may not be sufficient for monitoring the
performance of the link. To uniquely infer the performance
of a link, multiple coordinated probes are needed. Unfortu-
nately, in a general network the performance of some links
may not be able to be uniquely inferred from probes [21].

Network links can be classified into two types. If the
performance of a link can be uniquely inferred by a set of
probes, this link is identifiable and the set of probes can
uniquely determine it. Otherwise, the link is unidentifiable. If
probing paths are not properly selected, the performance of
a link cannot be uniquely inferred, even if it is an identifiable
link. As shown in Fig. 1, links e1, e2, and e3 are identifiable,
but links e4 and e5 are unidentifiable because every probe
traversing e4 also traverses e5. Using probing paths p1, p2,
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and p4 together can uniquely determine e1, e2, and e3.
However, only choosing p1 and p2 cannot uniquely
determine any link.

In this paper, we address the problem of minimizing the
probing cost and achieving identifiability in probe-based
network link monitoring. Given a set of links called target
links1 to monitor, our objective is to select the minimum
number of probing paths that can uniquely determine all
identifiable target links and cover all unidentifiable target
links. There are three major challenges. First, a target link
may be unidentifiable. Using multiple probing paths to
monitor an unidentifiable link only wastes network band-
width. Hence, it is necessary to differentiate an identifiable
link from an unidentifiable link. Second, different probing
paths have different contributions to achieving our objec-
tive, and we need to determine the most useful probing
paths. Third, a probing path may be replaced by other
probing paths [1], [18], and thus we should avoid selecting
redundant probing paths so as to minimize the probing cost.

The basic idea of our approach is to only select probing
paths that are the most useful for achieving our objective.
More specifically, the proposed approach consists of three
parts. First, we adopt a linear system to model the
relationship between probing paths and links, and then
find out identifiable target links by solving the linear
system. Second, we design a method based on matrix
decomposition and linear replacement to calculate irredu-
cible sets of probing paths which can uniquely determine
each identifiable target link. Third, we extend the bipartite
model, which is commonly used for modeling the relation-
ship between a single probing path and a link, to reflect the
relationship between a set of probing paths and a link. With
this model, we prove that our optimization problem is
NP-hard, and then propose a heuristic-based algorithm to
greedily select probing paths. Simulations based on real
ISP networks show that our approach can achieve identifia-
bility with very low probing cost. Compared with prior
work, our method is more general and has better
performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We present
the linear system model and the problem description in
Section 2. Our approach is introduced in Section 3, which
includes the algorithm for calculating all irreducible sets of

probing paths to uniquely determine an identifiable target
link, the extended bipartite model, and the heuristic-based
algorithm for selecting probing paths. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation, and Section 5 reviews related
work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first introduce the system model and
define our problem, and then describe the linear system
model used in our approach.

2.1 System Model and Problem Description

Similar to prior works on network monitoring [3], [16], [23],
[24], [25], [26], [27], we model the network as a connected
undirected graph GðV ;EÞ, where V is the set of nodes
(routers) and E ¼ feij1 � i � mg is the set of edges
(communication links between routers). In the rest of this
paper, we use edge and link interchangeably. Note that the
proposed technique also works for asymmetric links, where
the network is modeled as a directed graph.

Some routers in the network can be directly connected by
end systems which can send and receive probing packets.
The probing packet from end system sj to end system sk
traverses the routing path from sj to sk. Such an end-to-end
path is referred to as a probing path. A probing path can cover
a link if it traverses this link. There are two types of links on
each probing path. The first is the link between an end
system and a router. In the Internet, end systems can only
directly connect to edge routers and they are usually close
to these routers, e.g., in the same building or campus. Thus,
the links between end systems and edge routers are quite
short. The second is the link between two routers, which is
usually hundreds of miles long in the current Internet. Since
the performance of the first type of links is usually quite
stable, they are commonly omitted in network link
monitoring. Hence, we only count the performance of the
second type of links. For example, in Fig. 1 the probe from
s1 to s3 measures the delay of the probing path p2. We omit
the delay of the link from s1 to r1 and the link from r4 to s3.
Consequently, the measured delay of probing path p2 is
caused by links e1 and e3.

In the network, there are n probing paths P ¼ fpij1 �
i � ng which can be used for monitoring a set of mt target
links Et � E. For simplicity, target links are labeled as
e1; . . . ; emt

. We assume that the network topology is
available, which is a widely used assumption in probe-
based network monitoring. Based on the network topology,
we know which links can be covered by a probing path.
Network monitoring is very important for Internet Service
Providers (ISPs), because they need to keep track of the
performance of their networks. ISPs know the complete
topology of their networks, and thus this approach has been
used in practice.

Probe-based network link monitoring has two steps. The
first is to select a set of probing paths. Then, end systems on
the chosen probing paths periodically issue probing packets
and send measurement results to the central Network
Operations Center (NOC). In this paper, we focus on the
first step; i.e., selecting probing paths. We define the
problem of minimizing the probing cost and achieving
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1. Target links can be links at critical topological location, and their
performance usually affects a large area of the network [22].

Fig. 1. An example of network link monitoring with six probing paths
p1ðs1; s2Þ, p2ðs1; s3Þ, p3ðs1; s4Þ, p4ðs2; s3Þ, p5ðs2; s4Þ, and p6ðs3; s4Þ, where
piðsj; skÞ is the probing path between end systems sj and sk.



identifiability as follows, where the probing cost is defined
as the number of probing paths selected for network
monitoring.

Definition 1 (Problem definition). Given a network G, a set
of probing paths P , and a set of target links Et, the objective is
to select the minimum number of probing paths from P , such
that all identifiable target links can be uniquely determined
and all unidentifiable target links are covered.

Minimizing probing cost is an important objective in
existing approaches of probe-based network monitoring.
Lower probing cost means less resource consumption, less
negative impact on the normal data transmission, and better
scalability. In most prior works [3], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
the probing cost is defined as the number of selected
probing paths. Therefore, we aim at choosing a minimum
set of probing paths for link monitoring.

The goal of link monitoring is to detect and localize the
target links with abnormal performance. Hence, it tries to
infer the performance of each target link from probing
results as accurately as possible. For identifiable target links,
the performance can be uniquely inferred from probes.
Hence, we intend to select probing paths to uniquely
determine them. If any of them has abnormal performance,
we can accurately identify the link. For unidentifiable target
links, the performance cannot be uniquely inferred from
probes. We can estimate their performance with techniques
like second-order statistics [8], [10]. Although the estimated
performance may not be accurate, it is still useful for link
performance diagnosis. To use the second-order statistics
technique, each unidentifiable target link should be covered
by at least one probing path. Hence, we also select probing
paths to cover all unidentifiable target links.

2.2 Linear System Model

For link performance satisfying the additive metric, the
relationship between probing paths and links can be
naturally modeled as a linear system LS ¼ flsij1 � i � ng,
in which lsi is the ith linear equation as shown in (1). Binary
variable aij is 1 if probing path pi covers link ej; otherwise it
is 0. Variables xj and bi represent the performance of link ej
and probing path pi. Thus, (1) means that the performance
of pi is the addition of the performance of all links on pi

Xm
j¼0

aijxj ¼ bi: ð1Þ

The linear system can be written in the matrix computa-
tion form as shown in (2). Variable x is the vector form of
x1; . . . ; xm and b is the vector form of b1; . . . ; bn. The
coefficient matrix A ¼ ða1; . . . ; anÞT is also called the
dependency matrix [17]

Ax ¼ b: ð2Þ

The linear system model is suitable for delay and loss
rate which are major link performance metrics in network
link monitoring. We use delay as an example to explain the
meaning of the linear equations. The network in Fig. 1 has
six probing paths and five links. Hence, the linear system
has six equations and five variables x1; . . . ; x5 as shown in

Fig. 2a. The dependency matrix is shown in Fig. 2b. For
probing path p1 between end systems s1 and s2, the overall
delay of this path is the sum of the delay on links e1 and e2.
Therefore, in the first equation in Fig. 2a, b1 is equal to the
sum of x1 and x2.

For loss rate, we need to make a transformation with
logarithm. Suppose rj is the loss rate of link ej and qi is the
loss rate of link ej. The loss rate satisfies

Qm
j¼0ð1� aijrjÞ ¼

1� qi. By applying logarithm to both sides, we have
lg
Qm

j¼0ð1� aijrjÞ ¼ lgð1� qiÞ, which results in
Pm

j¼0 lgð1 �
aijrjÞ ¼ lgð1� qiÞ. There are two cases for the value of
1� aijrj. If aij ¼ 1, i.e., probing path pi covers link ej,
1� aijrj ¼ 1� rj. If aij ¼ 0, we have 1� aijrj ¼ 1, and thus
lgð1� aijrjÞ ¼ 0. For each probing path pi, we define
bi ¼ lgð1� qiÞ. Similarly, for each link ej, we let xj ¼
lgð1� rjÞ if ej is on pi, or xj ¼ 0 otherwise. Through this
transformation, we can apply the linear equation in (1) to
loss rate. For example, the loss rate of p1 in Fig. 1 is
q1 ¼ 1� ð1� r1Þð1� r2Þ. With the transformation, we have
lgð1� r1Þ þ lgð1� r2Þ ¼ lgð1� q1Þ. By defining x1 ¼ lgð1 �
r1Þ, x2 ¼ lgð1� r2Þ, and b1 ¼ lgð1� q1Þ, this equation be-
comes x1 þ x2 ¼ b1 which is the first equation in Fig. 2a.

The above transformation is not suitable for the probing
paths that traverse failed links. Suppose the probing path pi
that traverses link ej and ej fails. The loss rates of pi and ej
will both be 1, and thus lgð1� qiÞ and lgð1� rjÞ are not
defined. To solve this problem, we simply ignore the
probing result of pi, if the measured loss rate of pi is 1. It
equals to removing a linear equation from the linear system.
In practice, probing paths are very unlikely to traverse
failed links due to two reasons. First, the failure probability
of links in the Internet is very low and most link failures are
transient (about 50 percent of them last for less than
1 minute and 90 percent of them are shorter than 10 minutes
[28]). Hence, probing paths are free of link failures most of
time. Second, when long-lasting link failures occur, the
routing protocol can quickly converge to a new network
topology, and all routing paths can bypass the failed links.
In this case, we need to select probing paths based on the
new network topology.

We can use the linear system model to determine if a link
is identifiable and if a probing path can be replaced by other
probing paths. First, a link ei is identifiable if and only if the
corresponding variable xi in the linear system is solvable.
Hence, we can determine all identifiable links by solving
the linear system. Second, a probing path pi can be replaced
by a set of probing paths, if row vector ai in the dependency
matrix can be linearly expressed by the row vectors
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Fig. 2. The linear system model and the dependency matrix of the
example in Fig. 1.



corresponding to this set of probing paths. In Fig. 2b, row

vector a5 can be linearly expressed by row vectors a2, a3,

and a4 as a5 ¼ �a2 þ a3 þ a4. It means that probing paths

p2, p3, and p4 together can replace probing path p5.
Due to linear dependence among row vectors, there may

be many sets of linear equations for a solvable variable.

Accordingly, an identifiable link may be uniquely deter-

mined by multiple sets of probing paths. We define the

solution to an identifiable link as follows:

Definition 2 (Solution to an identifiable link). A solution

to an identifiable link ei is an irreducible set of probing paths

that can uniquely determine ei.

Irreducible means that each probing path in the set

cannot be replaced by other probing paths in the same set.

This definition is consistent with our objective of minimiz-

ing the number of selected probing paths. Consider a set of

probing paths that can uniquely determine link ei. If a

probing path can be replaced by others in the same set, the

set can still uniquely determine ei after removing this

probing path. For uniquely determining ei, containing such

replaceable probing paths only increases the probing cost.

Therefore, we require that a solution does not contain

redundant probing paths. For example, x1 in Fig. 2a is a

solvable variable and 1
2 b1 þ 1

2 b2 � 1
2 b4 is a solution to x1. It

contains three variables b1, b2, and b4, and thus probing

paths p1, p2, and p4 together can uniquely determine link e1.

Since row vectors a1, a2, and a4 are linearly independent,

each probing path is not replaceable by other two probing

paths. Therefore, set fp1; p2; p4g is a solution to e1.
Note that a solution to a solvable variable xi in the linear

system does not necessarily match a solution to an identifi-

able link ei. A solution to xi is a linear combination of variable

bjs. The corresponding probing paths may contain replace-

able ones. For example, the linear expression b1 � 1
2 b2 þ 1

2 b3 �
b5 þ 1

2 b6 is a solution to x1 in Fig. 2a. However, the set of

probing paths fp1; p2; p3; p5; p6g is not a solution to link e1,

because the corresponding five row vectors are not linearly

independent. Table 1 summarizes the symbols used in the

linear system model and the symbols that will be used in the

path selection algorithm in the next section.

3 PATH SELECTION ALGORITHM

This section introduces our algorithm for selecting
probing paths.

3.1 Overview

The basic idea of our algorithm is to determine the
contribution of a probing path for achieving our objective,
and then choose the most useful probing paths and avoid
selecting redundant ones. Probing paths have different
contributions to uniquely determine identifiable links and
cover unidentifiable links. An identifiable link may have
many solutions, and a probing path may be in the solutions
to multiple identifiable links. Similarly, an unidentifiable
link may be covered by several probing paths, and a
probing path can cover multiple links.

The linear system model proposed in Section 2.2 can
reflect the contribution of a probing path to covering
unidentifiable links. For identifiable links, a natural method
is to find out all solutions to each identifiable link, and thus
we can know which probing paths are the most useful to
achieving identifiability. We propose a method based on
matrix decomposition and linear replacement to calculate
all solutions to an identifiable link in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Moreover, we develop an extended bipartite model to
reflect the relationship between probing paths and target
links in Section 3.4. Through this model, we introduce a
heuristic-based algorithm in Section 3.5 which can effi-
ciently select probing paths to achieve our objective.

3.2 Decomposition of Linear System

The first step of our approach is to determine if a link is
identifiable or not. Solving the linear system is the simplest
way to achieve this. Many techniques in linear algebra,
such as Gaussian elimination, can solve the linear system. A
key observation is that the linear dependence between row
vectors of the dependency matrix only affects how many
solutions an identifiable link has, but does not affect if a
link is identifiable or not. Therefore, we decompose the
dependency matrix, based on which we can determine all
identifiable target links and calculate one solution for each
of them. Then, we use linear replacement to calculate all
solutions, which will be introduced in the next section.

To decompose the dependency matrix, we divide its row

vectors into two groups as shown in (3). AR is a maximal

independent set of row vectors of matrix A. Suppose AR

contains r row vectors. Matrix AN contains the other

n� r row vectors. According to linear algebra theory, each

row vector of AN can be linearly expressed by row vectors

of AR. For simplicity, we renumber the probing paths such

that AR ¼ ða1; . . . ; arÞT and AN ¼ ðarþ1; . . . ; anÞT

A ¼ AR

AN

� �
: ð3Þ

We use the algorithm introduced in [18] to decompose
the dependency matrix, which is based on standard rank-
revealing decomposition techniques [29]. A dependency
matrix may have multiple decompositions. Our algorithm
for calculating all solutions for each identifiable target link
does not have any requirement on the matrix decomposi-
tion. Therefore, we can use any tie breaking strategy to
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Table of Notations



choose a decomposition. Based on the matrix decomposi-
tion, the linear system in (2) is also decomposed into two
parts as shown in (4), in which vector b is partitioned into
two vectors bR ¼ ðb1; . . . ; brÞT and bN ¼ ðbrþ1; . . . ; bnÞT

AR

AN

� �
x ¼ bR

bN

� �
: ð4Þ

Since each row vector of AN is a linear combination of
row vectors of AR, a solvable/unsovlable variable in linear
system ARx ¼ bR is also solvable/unsolvable in linear
system Ax ¼ b. By solving linear system ARx ¼ bR, we can
determine whether a target link is identifiable or not. Also,
we calculate a solution Si1 to each solvable variable xi,
which is referred to as the base solution. Solving linear
system ARx ¼ bR can obtain only one base solution to each
solvable variable xi, because the row vectors of AR are
linearly independent.

Next, we compute the relationship between variable bis.
Each row vector of AN can be linearly expressed by row
vectors of AR. By solving the linear system in (5), we can
calculate the linear expression for row vector arþi of AN ,
where i ¼ 1; . . . ; n� r

Xr
j¼1

cijaj þ arþi ¼ 0: ð5Þ

Multiplying vector x to both sides of (5) results inPr
j¼1 cijajxþ arþix ¼ 0. Since ajx ¼ bj for 1 � j � r and

arþix ¼ brþi, we have the linear expression in (6). Through
it, we obtain the relationship between bis, which will be
used for calculating all solutions to identifiable target links.
We use L ¼ flij1 � i � n� rg to represent the set of these
linear expressions, where li is the expression containing brþi

Xr
j¼1

cijbj þ brþi ¼ 0: ð6Þ

The dependency matrix in Fig. 2b shows an example.
A decomposition of this matrix is AR ¼ ða1; a2; a3; a4ÞT
and AN ¼ ða5; a6ÞT . The corresponding partition of
vector b is bR ¼ ðb1; b2; b3; b4ÞT and bN ¼ ðb5; b6ÞT . By
solving linear system ARx ¼ bR, we discover that links
e1, e2, and e3 are identifiable but links e4 and e5 are
unidentifiable. The basic solution to x1 is 1

2 b1 þ 1
2 b2 � 1

2 b4,
which means that set fp1; p2; p4g is a solution to link e1.
Moreover, set L contains two linear expressions, i.e., l1 is
b2 � b3 � b4 þ b5 ¼ 0 and l2 is b1 � b3 � b4 þ b6 ¼ 0.

3.3 Solution Calculation

In this section, we propose an algorithm to calculate all
solutions to a solvable variable, through which we can
obtain all solutions to each identifiable target link. The basic
idea of calculating all solutions to a solvable variable xi is to
replace the variables in solutions with the linear expressions
in set L. Initially, we have only the base solution Si1
obtained from linear system ARx ¼ bR. For each linear
expression lj 2 L, if it has a common variable bk with Si1,
replacing bk in Si1 with lj results in a linear expression that
can solve xi. The variables in this linear expression
correspond to a set of probing paths which can uniquely
determine link ei. We check if the set contains any

replaceable probing paths. If not, this set of probing paths
is a solution to ei. Similar linear replacement is applied to
the obtained solutions until no new solution can be found.

The algorithm for calculating all solutions to a solvable
variable xi is shown in Algorithm 1. The input is base
solution Si1 and set L of linear expressions. We use a queue to
store the solutions. As shown in line 5-14, each time we take
out a solution Sic from the queue and apply all possible linear
replacements to it. A linear replacement generates a linear
expression Sit (line 8). Then, in line 9, the algorithm checks if
each variable in Sit is replaceable by other variables in Sit . If
not, Sit corresponds to a solution to link ei. We record Sit by
putting it into queueQ, if it is not in queueQ and set Si. After
applying all linear replacements to the current solution Sic,
we put it into set Si. As a result, at any moment set Si

contains all solutions that have been applied linear replace-
ments, and queue Q contains all solutions that will be
applied linear replacements. When queueQ becomes empty,
the algorithm stops and all solutions to xi are in set Si.

Algorithm 1. SolutionCalculation

Input: Base solution Si1, and set L of linear expressions

Output: Set Si containing all solutions to xi
Procedure:

1: INIT(Q) //Initialize a queue Q

2: Si  ;
3: ENQUEUE(Q, Si1)

4: while Q 6¼ ; do

5: Sic  DEQUEUEðQÞ
6: for each linear expression lj 2 L do

7: for each common variable bk in Sic and lj do

8: Sit  replace bk in Sic with lj
9: if each variable in Sit cannot be replaced by

other variables in Sit , and Sit 62 Q ^ Sit 62 Si then

10: ENQUEUE(Q, Sit)

11: end if

12: end for

13: end for

14: Si  Si [ Sic
15: end while

Theorem 1. The algorithm SolutionCalculation can find

all solutions to a solvable variable in the linear system.

Proof. We prove it by contradiction. For a solvable variable
xi, suppose it has a solution Siq which is not found by the
algorithm. The missed solution Siq cannot be linearly
expressed by base solution Si1 and linear expressions in set
L. Otherwise, the algorithm SolutionCalculation

can find it with linear replacement. Since solutions to xi
are linear combinations of variables bj, S

i
q is in the

following form:

xi ¼
Xn
j¼1

dqjbj: ð7Þ

The above equation together with base solution Si1
and linear expressions in L form a linear system as
shown in (8). The first equation is a base solution Si1.
Since it is computed from linear system ARx ¼ bR, the
value of xi is a linear combination of bjs, where 1 � j � r.
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The second equation is the same as (7). For the other
n� r equations, each of them is a linear expression in
set L, which is shown in (6)

Pr
j¼1 d1jbj � xi ¼ 0Pn
j¼1 dqjbj � xi ¼ 0Pr
j¼1 c1jbj þ brþ1 ¼ 0

..

.

Pr
j¼1 cn�r;jbj þ bn ¼ 0:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

In this linear system, b1; . . . ; bn and xi are unknown
variables. Hence, the coefficient matrix is shown in (9)

b1 � � � br brþ1 � � � bn xi
d11 � � � d1r 0 � � � 0 �1
dq1 � � � dqr dq;rþ1 � � � dqn �1
c11 � � � c1r 1 � � � 0 0

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

cn�r;1 � � � cn�r;r 0 � � � 1 0

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA
; ð9Þ

we subtract dq;rþk times of the (2þ k)th row from the
second row, where k ¼ 1; . . . ; n� r. For example, the
second row is subtracted by dq;rþ1 times of the third row,
dq;rþ2 times of the fourth row, and so on. The matrix
turns into the form as shown in (10). Compared with the
matrix in (9), the difference is only at the second row. For
j ¼ 1; . . . ; r, variable d0qj is shown in (11)

b1 � � � br brþ1 � � � bn xi
d11 � � � d1r 0 � � � 0 �1
d0q1 � � � d0qr 0 � � � 0 �1
c11 � � � c1r 1 � � � 0 0

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

cn�r;1 � � � cn�r;r 0 � � � 1 0

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA
; ð10Þ

d0qj ¼ dqj �
Xn�r
k¼1

ckjdq;rþk: ð11Þ

Since row vectors in matrix AR are linear indepen-
dent, linear system ARx ¼ bR has only one solution to
solvable variable xi, i.e., base solution Si1. Therefore, the
first two row vectors in (10) must be the same.
Otherwise, there are two different linear combinations
of b1; . . . ; bn to express xi, i.e., ARx ¼ bR has two different
solutions to xi. It shows that the second row vector of (9)
can be linearly expressed by other row vectors. This
contradicts with the assumption that Siq cannot be
linearly expressed by Si1 and linear expressions in set
L. Therefore, no such missed solution Siq exists, which
indicates that SolutionCalculation can find out all
solutions to each solvable variable. tu

A solution to variable xi is a linear combinations of

b1; . . . ; bn. Since bj corresponds to probing path pj, we can

easily obtain the corresponding solution to identifiable link ei.

Based on Theorem 1, our algorithm can find all solutions to

each identifiable link. The computational complexity of this

algorithm is determined by the number of linear replace-

ments, which may not be a linear function of the size of

dependency matrix. For a large-scale network, an identifiable

link may have a large number of solutions, and thus the
algorithm needs to run quite long. Actually, the algorithm for
selecting probing paths does not need to use all solutions. For
an identifiable link, we can choose some of its solutions for
probing path selection, and hence the algorithm only needs to
calculate some solutions rather than all solutions. More
details will be introduced in Section 3.5.

To make it more clear, we use an example to show how
to calculate all solutions to identifiable link e1 in Fig. 1.
Initially, we have base solution S1

1 : 1
2 b1 þ 1

2 b2 � 1
2 b4. Set L

contains two linear equations l1 : b2 � b3 � b4 þ b5 ¼ 0 and
l2 : b1 � b3 � b4 þ b6 ¼ 0. The base solution has two common
variables b2 and b4 with linear expression l1. Replacing b2 in
S1

1 with b3 þ b4 � b5 results in 1
2 b1 þ 1

2 b3 � 1
2 b5, which is a new

solution to x1. We name it as S1
2 . Similarly, replacing b4 in S1

1

with b2 � b3 þ b5 produces 1
2 b1 þ 1

2 b3 � 1
2 b5. Then, we use l2

to replace b1 and b4 in S1
1 . Both of them result in

1
2 b2 þ 1

2 b3 � 1
2 b6, which is named as S1

3 . Until now, we have
already applied all possible linear replacements to S1

1 . Next,
we apply linear replacements to S1

2 and S1
3 . The generated

new solutions are put into the queue, and linear replace-
ments continue until the queue is empty. When applying l1
to solution b1 � 1

2 b4 � 1
2 b5 þ 1

2 b6 to replace b4, we get a linear
expression b1 � 1

2 b2 þ 1
2 b3 � b5 þ 1

2 b6. Since the correspond-
ing row vectors fa1; a2; a3; a5; a6g are not linearly indepen-
dent, we do not take it as a solution to xi. The algorithm
stops after finding out six solutions listed in the first column
of Table 2. Accordingly, identifiable link e1 has six solutions
listed in the second column of Table 2.

3.4 Extended Bipartite Model

As in the literature [6], the relationship between probing
paths and target links is usually modeled as a bipartite
graph GB ¼ ðU; V ;EÞ, where U and V are two sets of
vertices and E is a set of edges. Vertex ui 2 U is probing
path pi, and vj 2 V is target link ej. If probing path pi
traverses target link ej, the bipartite graph has an edge
between ui and vj.

The traditional bipartite model reflects the coverage
relation between a probing path and a target link. However,
it cannot reflect which probing paths together can uniquely
determine an identifiable target link. We propose an
extended bipartite model to address this problem. Our
extended bipartite model G0B ¼ ðU; V ;EÞ has vertex sets U
and V and edge set E. Vertex set U has two subsets U1 and
U2, and vertex set V also has two subsets V1 and V2 as
shown in Fig. 3. A vertex in set V1 represents an identifiable
target link, and a vertex in V2 represents an unidentifiable
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Solutions to Variable x1 in Linear System
and Corresponding Solutions to Link e1



target link. Each vertex in U1 represents a solution to an
identifiable target link, and hence it corresponds to a set of
probing paths. Also, we use a vertex in U2 to represent a
probing path that can cover unidentifiable target links.
Therefore, set E contains three kinds of edges as follows:

1. The edge between V1 and U1. For an identifiable
target link represented by vertex v1

i in V1, if vertex u1
j

in U1 represents a solution to this link, there is an
edge connecting v1

i and u1
j . The edge reflects the

identifiability relationship between a solution and an
identifiable target link.

2. The edge between V2 and U1. For an unidentifiable
target link represented by vertex v2

i in V2, if the
probing paths represented by vertex u1

j in U1 can
cover this link, there is an edge between v2

i and u1
j .

The edge reflects the coverage relation between a
solution and an unidentifiable target link.

3. The edge between V2 and U2. For an unidentifiable
target link represented by vertex v2

i in V2, if the
probing path represented by vertex u2

j in U2 can
cover this link, there is an edge between v2

i and u2
j .

The edge reflects the coverage relation between a
single probing path and an unidentifiable target link.

There is no edge between sets V1 and U2. For identifiable
target links, we need to select probing paths to uniquely
determine them, which is achieved by choosing their
solutions from set U1. Edges between V1 and U1 are sufficient
for this task. Thus, we do not add any edge between an
identifiable target link and a single probing path.

The commonly used bipartite model is a special case of
our extended bipartite model. If we do not consider the
identifiability, we can intentionally mark all target links as
unidentifiable to make set V1 empty. Accordingly, set U1

becomes empty because there is no solution. Hence, the
extended bipartite model turns into the commonly used
bipartite model.

3.5 Path Selection Algorithm

Through the extended bipartite model, our path selection
problem equals to selecting a set of vertices from U1 [ U2, so
that all vertices in V1 [ V2 are their neighbors. We have the
following theorem:

Theorem 2. The path selection problem is NP-hard.

Proof. The path selection problem can be proved to be NP-
hard via proving that the set cover problem is a special
case of this problem. In the extended bipartite model,
vertex u1

i 2 U1 represents a set of probing paths and
vertex u2

j 2 U2 represents a single probing paths. Con-
sider the number of probing paths represented by a

vertex in set U1 and U2, we have ju1
i j � 1 and ju2

j j ¼ 1. By
setting ju1

i j to 1 for each vertex u1
i 2 U1, it is equivalent to

minimizing the number of vertices selected from U1 [ U2,
which is the same as the set cover problem. Therefore,
the set cover problem is a special case of our path
selection problem. Since the set cover problem is NP-
hard, our problem is also NP-hard. tu

Since this problem is NP-hard, we propose a heuristic-
based algorithm to solve it based on the extended bipartite
model. The basic idea is to greedily select probing paths
until all identifiable target links can be uniquely determined
and all unidentifiable target links are covered. The idea of
greedy selection is widely used for probing path selection,
because it has low computational complexity and usually
achieves good performance. A large-scale network can have
thousands of probing paths, and thus an identifiable target
link may have a large number of solutions. To enhance the
scalability of our approach, we introduce a parameter � to
control how many solutions are used for an identifiable
target link. The computational complexity of the algorithm
directly relates to �. A smaller � makes the algorithm faster.
On the other hand, a larger � is helpful for reducing the
probing cost as shown in our evaluation in Section 4.3.

The path selection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
It takes linear system LS and parameter � as input, and
returns a set of probing paths that can uniquely determine
all identifiable target links and cover all unidentifiable
target links. The algorithm first calculates solutions to
each identifiable target link with the algorithm Solu-

tionCalculation, and then selects � solutions for each
of them. Next, it builds the extended bipartite graph.
Then, the algorithm starts to select probing paths in
following three steps:

Algorithm 2. PathSelection

Input: The linear system LS and parameter �

Output: A set of probing paths Ps
Procedure:

1: for each identifiable target link do

2: Calculate solutions to it with the algorithm

SolutionCalculation, and then select �

solutions.

3: end for

4: Construct the extended bipartite graph G0B ¼ ðU; V ;EÞ
with the selected solutions.

5: Ps ¼ ;
6: Mark all vertices in V1, V2, U1, and U2 as uncovered.
7: Mark all probing paths as unused

8: while V1 has uncovered vertices do

9: Select an uncovered vertex u1
m from U1 with the

largest numNewV ertices1
numNewPaths , where numNewV ertices1 is

the number of uncovered vertex in V1 connected to

u1
m, and numNewPaths is the number of unused

probing path contained in u1
m. If there are multiple

candidates, select the one that connects to the
maximal uncovered vertices in V2.

10: Mark u1
m as covered.

11: Mark all uncovered vertices in V1 [ V2 connected to

u1
m as covered.

12: for each unused probing path pi in u1
m do
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the extended bipartite model.



13: Ps ¼ Ps [ pi
14: Mark pi as used.

15: end for

16: end while

17: while V2 has uncovered vertices do

18: Select an uncovered vertex u2
m from U1 [ U2 that has

the largest numNewV ertices2
numNewPaths , where numNewV ertices2

is the number of uncovered vertex in V2 connected to

u2
m, and numNewPaths is the number of unused

probing path contained in u1
m.

19: Mark u2
m as covered.

20: Mark all uncovered vertices in V2 connected to u2
m as

covered.

21: for each unused probing path pj in u2
m do

22: Ps ¼ Ps [ pj
23: Mark pj as used.

24: end for

25: end while

26: Remove all replaceable probing paths from set Ps.

First, the algorithm deals with identifiable target links
(line 8-16), because uniquely determining an identifiable
link is more complex and needs more probing paths than
covering an unidentifiable link. Consider an identifiable
target link represented by vertex v1

i 2 V1. We choose one of
its solutions to uniquely determine this link. In the extended
bipartite graph, it is equivalent to choosing a vertex u1

j from
U1 such that v1

i and u1
j are neighbors. There are three

considerations when selecting such a vertex v1
i from U1:

1) v1
i may have multiple neighbors in V1, i.e., this set of

probing paths can uniquely determine multiple identifiable
target links; 2) v1

i represents a set of probing paths, and our
objective is to minimize the number of selected probing
paths; 3) v1

i may have neighbors in set V2, i.e., this set of
probing paths cover some unidentifiable target links. We
intend to add as few probing paths as possible to uniquely
determine as many identifiable target links as possible.
Hence, the algorithm selects a vertex from U1 with the
maximal value of numNewV ertices1

numNewPaths in each round as shown in
line 9. If there are multiple candidates in U1, we further
consider how many unidentifiable target links can be
covered. This process continues until all identifiable target
links can be uniquely determined.

Next, the algorithm selects probing paths for unidentifi-
able target links (line 17-25). When all identifiable target
links are handled, unselected probing paths are contained
in sets U1 and U2. Hence, the algorithm selects vertices from
U1 [ U2 until all vertices in V2 have a neighbor in U1 or U2.
We intend to add as few probing paths as possible to cover
as many unidentifiable target links as possible. Accord-
ingly, the algorithm chooses a vertex with the maximal
value of numNewV ertices2

numNewPaths in each round as shown in line 18.
Finally, the algorithm removes all replaceable ones from

the selected probing paths (line 26). In the first two steps,
the probing paths selected in each round do not contain
replaceable ones. However, this cannot ensure that the final
set of selected probing paths does not contain replaceable
probing paths. Therefore, after finishing probing path
selection, the algorithm removes all replaceable ones from
the selected probing paths. This is achieved by the linear
system-based method introduced in Section 2.2.

Theorem 3 (Correctness). The set of probing paths returned by
the algorithm PathSelection can uniquely determine all
identifiable target links and cover all unidentifiable target links.

Proof. Before removing redundancy, probing paths in set Ps
can uniquely determine all identifiable target links and
cover all unidentifiable target links. Thus, we need to
prove that removing replaceable probing paths from Ps
does not affect the correctness.

Suppose set Ps contains s probing paths p1; . . . ; ps, in
which prþ1; . . . ; ps are replaceable and removed from set
Ps. Consider a removed probing path pk. In the
dependency matrix, row vector ak can be linearly
expressed by row vectors a1; . . . ; ar. Accordingly, vari-
able bk is a linear combination of b1; . . . ; br as shown in

bk ¼
Xr
i¼1

cibi: ð12Þ

We first prove that removing redundancy does not
affect uniquely determining identifiable target links.
Given an identifiable target link ej, it can be uniquely
determined by probing paths p1; . . . ; ps. Hence, the linear
system variable xj can be linearly expressed by variables
b1; . . . ; bs as shown in (13)

xj ¼
Xs
i¼1

dibi

¼
Xk�1

i¼1

dibi þ dkbk þ
Xs
i¼kþ1

dibi:

ð13Þ

Replacing bk in (13) with (12) results in a new linear
expression in (14)

xj ¼
Xk�1

i¼1

dibi þ dk
Xr
i¼1

cibi þ
Xs
i¼kþ1

dibi: ð14Þ

Since rþ 1 � k � s, the above equation is equivalent
to (15). It shows that xj is a linear combination of
b1; . . . ; bk�1; bkþ1; . . . ; bs, which means that link ek can be
uniquely determined after removing the probing path pk

xj ¼
Xr
i¼1

dibi þ
Xk�1

i¼rþ1

dibi þ dk
Xr
i¼1

cibi þ
Xs
i¼kþ1

dibi

¼
Xr
i¼1

ðdi þ dkciÞbi þ
Xk�1

i¼rþ1

dibi þ
Xs
i¼kþ1

dibi:

ð15Þ

When removing probing path pk, variable bk in (14) is
replaced by a linear combination of b1; . . . ; br. We can
remove all replaceable probing paths from set Ps with
the same method. Finally, xj becomes a linear combina-
tion of b1; . . . ; br. It shows that ej can be uniquely
determined by p1; . . . ; pr.

Next, we prove that removing pk does not affect
covering unidentifiable target links. Suppose unidentifi-
able target link eu is covered by pk. Then, element ak;u in
the dependency matrix is 1. Since row vector ak can be
linearly expressed by row vectors a1; . . . ; ar, elements
a1;u; . . . ; ar;u cannot be all 0, which means that at least one
of a1;u; . . . ; ar;u is 1. That is, at least one probing path
among p1; . . . ; pr can cover link eu. Therefore, removing
pk does not affect covering eu.
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In conclusion, after removing redundancy, probing
paths in set Ps can still uniquely determine all identifiable
target links and cover all unidentifiable target links. tu

Next, we present the performance bound of the path
selection algorithm. An example in Section 4.5 will show
that the number of selected probing path can be smaller
than the row rank of the dependency matrix.

Theorem 4 (Performance Bound). The upper bound of the
number of probing paths selected by the algorithm PathSe-

lection is the row rank of the dependency matrix.

Proof. Consider set Ps before removing its replaceable
probing paths, we have Ps � P . Similar to P , set Ps
corresponds to a linear system LSs in the form of (2). The
dependency matrix As of LSs is formed by some row
vectors of the original dependency matrix A. Therefore,
the row rank of As is no larger than that of A.

After removing all replaceable probing paths, the
probing paths left in Ps correspond to another linear
system LS0s. Its dependency matrix A0s is formed by the
maximal independent set of row vectors of As. Therefore,
the rank of A0s is the same as that of As, which is no larger
than the rank of matrix A.

In conclusion, the number of probing paths returned
by the algorithm is no larger than the row rank of the
dependency matrix. tu

Finally, we use an example to show our algorithm selects
probing paths for target links e1 and e4 in Fig. 1. In the
example, we use all solutions for path selection. The
corresponding bipartite graph is shown in Fig. 4. Set U1

has six vertices, each of which represents a solution to
identifiable target link e1. Set U2 has three vertices, because
there are three probing paths p3, p5, and p6 that traverse
unidentifiable target link e4. Vertex e4 in V2 has no edge to
vertex fp1; p2; p4g in U1, because these three probing paths
do not traverse e4. The algorithm first chooses a set of
probing paths for e1. Among all six vertices in U1, vertices
fp1; p2; p4g, fp1; p3; p5g, and fp2; p3; p6g have the same value
of numNewV ertices1

numNewPaths . Since fp1; p3; p5g and fp2; p3; p6g can also

cover one unidentifiable link, the algorithm selects one of
them, e.g., fp1; p3; p5g. After choosing it, all vertices in V1 [
V2 are marked as covered. Since the selected set does not
contain any replaceable probing path, the algorithm stops
and returns a set of probing paths fp1; p3; p5g.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

This section evaluates the performance of our algorithm.
We study how the performance is affected by network
topologies, the percentage of nodes for probing, and the
percentage of target links. Moreover, we compare the
performance of our method with prior work [18].

4.1 Simulation Setup

The simulation is based on nine ISP topologies derived by
the Rocketfuel project [30], which are widely used in
evaluation of related works. Table 3 summarizes the
number of nodes and links in each topology. All topologies
adopt the shortest path routing calculated based on link
cost. Since probes traverse routing paths, some links cannot
be covered by probes. Hence, we select target links only
from the links that can be covered by probing paths.

We consider three parameters in the evaluation. The first
is the percentage of target links. We randomly select 10 to
100 percent of the links that can be covered by probing
paths as target links. The second is the percentage of probers,
i.e., routers that are directly connected by end systems. We
randomly select 20, 40, and 60 percent of routers as probers.
The third is parameter � in the algorithm PathSelection.
We set it to 1, 10, 100, and 1,000. The path selection
algorithm does not specify how to select � solutions; thus
we randomly select � solutions in the evaluation. Different
strategies for selecting � to build the extended bipartite
graph are left for future work. For each simulation, we run
it 100 times and report the average result.

We define the following two metrics to quantify the
performance:

1. Overall probing cost: It is the number of the selected
probing paths.
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Fig. 4. The extended bipartite graph for selecting probing paths for target links e1 and e4 in Fig. 1.

TABLE 3
Summary of Topologies Used in Simulation



2. Cost per identifiable target link: The algorithm Path-

Selection first selects probing paths to uniquely
determine identifiable target links, and then to cover
unidentifiable target links. We count the first part of
probing cost and amortize it to identifiable target
links. In linear system, n linear equations can solve
at most n variables. Therefore, the lower bound of
the cost per identifiable target link is 1.

4.2 Percentage of Identifiable Links

In this section, we investigate how many links are

identifiable in a network consisting of symmetrical and

asymmetrical links. In the simulation, the cost of an

asymmetrical link in each direction is set to a random

number. Compared to networks of symmetrical links, the

number of linear equations and variables are doubled in

networks of asymmetrical links. For each topology, we

randomly choose 10 to 100 percent of routers as probers and

compute the percentage of identifiable links. We run each

simulation 10,000 times and take the average.
The results on networks with symmetrical links are shown

in Fig. 5. Using more probers results in a higher percentage of

identifiable links. When every node is a prober, the

performance of each link can be directly measured, and thus

links are all identifiable. In networks of symmetrical links,

the percentage of identifiable links is quite high. In all nine

topologies, more than 50 percent of links are identifiable if

using 30 percent of nodes as probers. In particular, this
percentage is as high as 85 percent in AS3320 and AS7018.

The results on networks with asymmetrical links are
shown in Fig. 6. The percentage of identifiable links is lower
than that in networks with symmetrical links, but it is still
high. In summary, the simulation result shows that there
are quite many identifiable links even when links are
asymmetrical.

4.3 Overall Probing Cost

Next, we evaluate the overall probing cost. Fig. 7 shows the
overall probing cost when 40 percent of nodes are probers,
which has two features. First, increasing parameter �, i.e.,
using more solutions for path selection, can reduce the
overall probing cost, especially in AS209, AS2914, AS4323,
and AS7018. These four topologies have small scales
compared to others. Hence, for a small-scale network we
may choose a large � to achieve good performance. For a
large-scale network, we can use a small � to significantly
reduce the running time but sacrifice a little bit of
performance. Second, as the percentage of target links
increases, more and more nonredundant probing paths are
selected. Accordingly, the overall probing cost gradually
converges to the theoretical upper bound shown in
Theorem 4. Therefore, when the percentage of target links
reaches 100 percent, the overall probing cost under different
� becomes similar. When 20 and 60 percent of nodes are
probers, the overall probing cost has similar trend, and will
not be shown here.
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Fig. 5. The percentage of identifiable links under different percentages of
probers (links are symmetrical).

Fig. 6. The percentage of identifiable links under different percentages of

probers (links are asymmetrical).



4.4 Cost Per Identifiable Target Link

Fig. 8 shows the cost per identifiable target link with

� ¼ 1;000, when 20, 40, and 60 percent of nodes are probers.

In all topologies, this cost quickly decreases as the

percentage of target links increases. When the percentage

of target links reaches 100 percent, the cost per identifiable

target link is very close to the lower bound 1. This indicates

that our path selection algorithm can effectively eliminate

redundant probing paths and choose probing paths that are

the most useful for determining multiple identifiable target

links. The figure also shows that using more nodes as

probers is useful for reducing the cost. Given n probers, we

have nðn�1Þ
2 usable probing paths. Hence, we have much

more usable probing paths when the percentage of probers

increases. As a result, our algorithm can pick out better

probing paths to reduce this amortized cost. When � is 1,

10, and 100, the cost per identifiable target link has similar

trend, and will not be shown here.

4.5 Comparisons

The SelectPath algorithm [18] is the closest work in this

area. It can select a minimum set of probing paths to

uniquely determine all identifiable links and cover all

unidentifiable links in the network. However, this algo-

rithm is only a special case of what our algorithm can do,

i.e., when all links are target links. Even for this special case,

we show that the performance of our solution is guaranteed

to be better than or equal to theirs.
Since the SelectPath algorithm cannot be modified for an

arbitrary set of target links, we only compare the perfor-

mance on the case that all links are target links, although

this is not fair to our algorithm which is more general. As

shown in [18], the overall probing cost of the SelectPath

algorithm is equal to the row rank of the dependency

matrix. According to Theorem 4, the row rank of the

dependency matrix is the upper bound of the overall

probing cost of our algorithm. As a result, our method is

theoretically not worse than the SelectPath algorithm.
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Fig. 7. The overall probing cost of the path selection algorithm with � ¼ 1; 10; 100; 1000 (40 percent nodes as probers).



In addition to the above theoretical result, we also use
simulations to compare the overall probing cost when all
links are target links. In all 3ðpercentages of probersÞ �
9ðtopologiesÞ � 4ð�Þ � 100ðrunsÞ ¼ 10;800 runs of simula-
tions, there is not a single case that the SelectPath algorithm
outperforms our algorithm, which is consistent with the
theoretical result. Tables 4, 5, and 6 show the average
overall probing cost of our algorithm with different � and
the SelectPath algorithm when 20, 40, and 60 percent of
nodes are probers. The simulation result indicates that our
algorithm is better than the SelectPath algorithm.

The SelectPath algorithm selects probing paths corre-
sponding to the maximal independent set of row vectors of
the dependency matrix. Although vectors in this set are
linearly independent, it does not necessarily mean there is
no redundancy. Fig. 2b is a simple example to show this
fact. There are three identifiable links e1, e2, and e3. The
maximal independent set of row vectors contains four
vectors. However, we can use only three probing paths p1,
p2, and p4 to uniquely determine links e1, e2, and e3. Adding

any other probing paths has no contribution to achieving
identifiability, no matter it is replaceable by p1, p2, and p4 or
not. Our algorithm outperforms the SelectPath algorithm
because we try to avoid not only replaceable probing paths
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Fig. 8. The cost per identifiable target link of the path selection algorithm with � ¼ 1;000. The lower bound is 1.

TABLE 4
Comparison of Overall Probing Cost of Our

Algorithm and the SelectPath Algorithm
(Percentage of Probers: 20 Percent)



but also probing paths without any contribution to
achieving identifiability.

5 RELATED WORK

Minimizing the probing cost is usually achieved by carefully
selecting probing paths. This problem has been studied
without resource limitation [3], [18], [20], and in scenarios
with explicit operational requirement [9] and resource
constraint [31]. Various kinds of probing costs and monitor-
ing objectives have been studied. However, as pointed out in
[8], many network inference problems are ill-posed, because
the number of measurements are not sufficient to uniquely
determine the result. Our work jointly addresses the problem
of minimizing the probing cost and achieving identifiability.

Achieving identifiability in network link monitoring is
also considered in [4], [16], [17], [18]. However, our work is
quite different from theirs. Zhao et al. [4] proposed a
method for determining the shortest sequence of links
whose properties can be uniquely identified by end-to-end
probes. It is similar to differentiating the identifiable from
unidentifiable links in our work. However, their method
does not consider how to minimize the probing cost. The
failure localization in [16] aims at accurately pinpointing a
failed link, which in essence is to achieve identifiability.
However, it only focuses on locating a single link. Our
method is able to uniquely determine every identifiable
link. Both [17] and [18] deal with the problem of selecting a
minimum set of probing paths that can uniquely determine
all identifiable links in the network. It is only a special case
of what our algorithm can address, i.e., when all links are
target links. Even for this special case, the performance of
our solution is guaranteed to be better than or equal to
theirs. Another major difference is the method we adopt.
Their methods are based on eliminating replaceable paths;
i.e., linearly dependent row vectors in the dependency
matrix. We take a different approach, and only select
probing paths that are the most useful to our objective. In
addition to eliminating replaceable probing paths, we also
try to avoid selecting probing paths without any contribu-
tion to achieving identifiability.

There are some other approaches to infer the delay and
loss rate of network links. Nguyen and Thiran [8] exploited
the second-order statistics for estimating the loss rate of
links. It first infers the variance of the loss rate of links, and
then uniquely determines the loss rate of some links with
the highest variance. Based on this method, Ghita et al. [10]

designed an algorithm to minimize the estimation error rate
by carefully selecting links with the highest variance of loss
rate. Both approaches focus on providing an estimation of
loss rate for each link. However, they do not deal with
minimizing the probing cost. Additionally, they do not
differentiate identifiable links from unidentifiable links. As
a result, the estimated loss rate of an identifiable link may
be inaccurate. Compared with them, our approach can
obtain the accurate loss rate of each identifiable link.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

End-to-end probe has received considerable attention in
network link monitoring. In this paper, we propose an
approach to minimize the probing cost and achieve
identifiability. Given a set of target links, the objective is
to choose the minimum number of probing paths that can
uniquely determine identifiable target links and cover
unidentifiable target links. The basic idea is to select
probing paths that are the most useful for achieving
identifiability and covering unidentifiable target links, and
prevent choosing redundant probing paths. Our method
eliminates two types of redundant probing paths, i.e., those
that can be replaced by others and those without any
contribution to achieving identifiability. With our approach,
the number of selected probing paths is proved to be
bounded. Experiments based on ISP topologies demon-
strate that our approach can achieve identifiability with
very low probing cost. Compared with prior work, our
method is more general and has better performance.

The algorithm proposed for calculating all solutions to
an identifiable link may generate a large number of path
sets when the network scale is large. It is possible that using
only a small portion of these path sets can produce good
enough results. As future work, we will investigate possible
methods to effectively select the probing path sets that are
most useful for reducing the overall probing cost.
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TABLE 5
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TABLE 6
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